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Noldus Open Field 

 

1) Set Up 

a. General Information 

i. Behavior Room 

1. It is recommended that you leave the room once the software 

has begun acquiring video data. 

2. Set a timer for yourself to return to the room in accordance to 

your detection settings. 

3. Avoid all noise, silence your cell phones, and do not wear 

perfumes/cologne. 

ii. Behavior Boxes 

1. DO NOT MOVE THE BEHAVIOR BOXES 

2. The cameras and arena settings are set up with the boxes in line 

with the tape marks. Ensure that all areas of the box are 

enclosed by the tape outlines. 

b. Turning on the Correct Lights 

i. It is important to limit the amount of light and the direction of the light 

source for the cameras to register the mice effectively.  

ii. Insert the two plugs by the door into the outlet on the wall. Insert the 

plug with the “1” on it on the topmost plug, and insert the plug with 

the “2” on it to the bottom most plug. 

iii. Afterwards, turn off the main room lights via the switch located 

outside of the open field room. 

2) Starting the Ethovision Software 

a. Opening the Core Settings 

i. There are already phenotyping core settings created to remove the 

need for individual experimenters to have to create their own arena 

and detection settings for their mice. 

ii. If you wish to use these settings, simply select File 🡪 Open 🡪 

Phenotyping Core Templates 🡪 Open Field Core Settings 🡪 

Phenotyping Core Template 

iii. Once you are in this folder, you should see an EVXT file also named 

Phenotyping Core Template. Copy this template into your lab folder 

and RENAME THIS FILE BEFORE OPENING IT!!! 

iv. The arena settings and detection settings necessary to start your 

experiment. Analysis, acquisition, and trial control settings must be set 

by the user, depending on what he or she wishes to track and for how 

long.  Further information is provided below if you wish to edit certain 

settings. 
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b. Trial Control Settings 

i. This tab allows you to alter the trial conditions necessary for the 

program to start and stop acquiring video data for the specimens. 

ii. You can add conditions and specify various actions required by the 

mice in order for the program to finish. 

iii. Each behavior box has its own specified arena in the program and the 

cameras will track each box independently. While the program might 

finish tracking the mouse in box 1, it will not affect its tracking of a 

mouse in box 8 that might have been placed last. 

c. Trial List 

i. Setting Trial Numbers 

1. From this page, you may set the number of trials you will be 

running during a session, clear data, and add/remove sessions 

2. This feature can be controlled via the trial list bar on the left 

hand side of the screen 

ii. Arena Settings 

1. From the trial list, you can specify the arena settings used for 

each trial. Specify Phenotyping Core Template 

iii. Detection Settings 

1. The Phenotyping Core Template has two different acquisition 

settings. One for Agouti (brown animals) and one for any other 

color of mouse. 

2. For each trial, specify either the ALL or Agouti mouse 

detection settings depending on the color of mouse being used. 

iv. User Defined Subject IDs 

1. It is highly recommended that you input user defined subject 

IDs for all animals in the boxes in each trial. 

2. The number order for the boxes are as follows for each trial: 

 

 

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 
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3) Acquisition 

a. Selecting Acquisition 

i. Select Acquisition 🡪 Open Acquisition from the drop-down tabs at the 

top of the screen. 

ii.  Click the red button to start your trial. The software will not begin 

recording until it has registered an animal according to your selected 

Trial Control Setting Conditions. 

b. Placing Animals 

i. Place the animals in behavior boxes. Each box has its own defined area, 

all of which will track independently of one another. 

ii.  Once all animals have been placed and the software is tracking their 

data, quietly leave the room and set a timer for yourself to come back 

after the allotted time is over. 

iii. After the allotted time is up, the program will automatically stop, 

allowing you to remove the mice and prepare for another session. 

c. Cleaning in Between Sessions 

i. Remove all feces and urine from the cages. 

ii.  Wipe down each wall and floor of each chamber with Nolvasan.  

iii. Repeat the previous steps for all of your trials.   

4) Exporting Results 

a. Exporting Results 

i. If you choose to export the video recordings along with the raw data, it 

is important to save all files onto an external 1 TB hard drive. The 

videos and the data take up quite a lot of space 

b. Noldus Ethovision Analysis 

i. It is recommended to conduct analysis of your data out of the Noldus 

room. 

ii.  Instead, create a booking on iLabs for the Noldus Ethovision Analysis. 

Reserving this option will allow you to analyze your results from the 

comfort of Reynolds. 

5) Measuring Lux 

a. Taking Out the Lux Meter 

i. Take out the Lux Meter from the box and push the power button. 

ii.  Measure lux in the middle of each Ethovision chamber and record it for 

your own purposes. 

6) Exiting Your Session 

a. Exiting Your Session 

i. Once you are done, turn on the room lights via the switch on the outside 

of the room. 

ii.  Afterwards, remove your mice, wipe down all areas of the room with 

isopropyl alcohol, and unplug the cords which power the lights above 

the open field chambers. 

iii. Exit the program, turn off the monitor, and quietly exit the room. 
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